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Labelling systems

simply wrap-around - flexible - variable

The perfect labeller for bottles

RE-PRO 2
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RE-PRO 2 - The perfect labeller for bottles

No complex adjustments are necessary by automatic calibration of labels and products.
X Front side labelling
X Front and back side labelling in one production step - accurately in symmetry
X Additional symmetric application of another label

Easy to use

Printing and labelling in one production step

XFront and back side labelling 
(also with different label formats) in one production step (from a 
label roll)

XAdditional labelling 
Additional symmetric application of another label on an already 
labelled bottle

XPrinter connection  
Label take-over directly from the printer for immediate labelling

XLabelling for bottles with marks  
on inquiry

XRolls – with grinded profile
XSensoring – for transparent labels

The half-automatic labelling machine for wrap-around-
labelling of bottles and cylindrical objects.

High-precision, solid synchronous motors serve as 
drive. With special synthetic rolls, optimized crease-free 
labelling is a precondition.

The machine is easy to use. Through a simple adjustment 
the position of the labels on the bottles can be set. 
Everything else is done by an intelligent controller such 
as measuring of the labels for accurate labelling. The 
last adjustment is always saved automatically. Only at 
the alternation to another label format the labels need 
to be measured again by the machine.

Supply voltage 230 V, 50 Hz
For bottle diameter (mm) 30 - 100
standard
(further on inquiry) 50 - 90

Media roll:
Label dimensions
width max. (mm) 200
width min. (mm) 30
length max. (mm) 400
length min. (mm) 30
Label rolls
Outside diameter max. (mm) 200
Core diameter (mm) 76

Winding of labels on roll Outside, right or left 
side ahead.

Options

Technical Data

XLabel printing - Front and backside labelling 

XLabelling - front and backside 

XChoose label layout directly from the printer (without PC)

XSave label layout on Flash Card (Compact-Flash Type 1)

XAutomatic calculation - Date of expiry 
Batch numbers for traceability


